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“‘GULAG’—SLAVERY, INC.”: THE POWER OF PLACE
AND THE RHETORICAL LIFE OF A COLD WAR MAP
TIMOTHY BARNEY
In 1951, the American Federation of Labor produced a map of the Soviet
Union showing the locations of 175 forced labor camps administered by the
Gulag. Widely appropriated in popular magazines and newspapers, and
disseminated internationally as propaganda against the U.S.S.R., the map,
entitled “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.,” would be cited as “one of the most widely
circulated pieces of anti-Communist literature.” By contextualizing themap’s
origins and circulation, as well as engaging in a close analysis of its visual
codes and intertextual relationships with photographs, captions, and other
materials, this essay argues that the Gulag map became an evidentiary
weapon in the increasingly bipolar spaces of the early ColdWar. In particular,
“‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” draws on cartography’s unique power of “placement”
to locate forced labor camps with authenticity and precision, infıltrating the
impenetrable spaces of the Soviet Union as a visually compellingmode of Cold
War knowledge production.
In the September 17, 1951, issue of Time, the magazine’s “News inPictures” section featured a peculiar and striking image over a two-page spread—amap of the sprawling Soviet Union.1 Themap reveals a
network of red circles and pink hammer-and-sickle icons dotted all over the
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topography of a stark gray and white Soviet landscape, each indicating the
location of “Gulag” systemprison camps.And in the bottomcenter of themap,
entitled “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” (fıg. 1), sit three photos of emaciated bodies,
with the caption “‘GULAG’ Children.” The accompanying text details how
the map provoked an incident between the United States and the Soviet
Union.At the 1951 SanFrancisco conference to inaugurate a Japanese peace
treaty, “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” became a cartographic weapon:
“Would the Soviet delegate to the San Francisco conference like to see a map of
Russia?” “I’d be delighted,” said Gromyko. Unfolding the map,Missouri’s Con-
gressman O. K. Armstrong helpfully explained: “It happens to contain an accu-
rateportrayalof every slave laborcampin theSovietUnion.”Gromykoblinkedat
the map, mumbled “No comment,” and handed it to an aide who tossed it into
the aisle.2
Indeed, below the imposing map are before/after-style photos of the incident.
On the left, Republican Representative Armstrong unfolds the map before a
Fig. 1. American Federation of Labor, Free Trade Union Committee, “‘Gulag’—
Slavery, Inc.,” 1951 (Courtesy of the George Meany Memorial Archives, Silver
Spring, Maryland)
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sitting Andrei Gromyko, the Soviet DeputyMinister of Foreign Affairs; on the
right, a stone-faced Gromyko stares ahead, as the map sits beside him on the
floor of the conference room.3 Together themap, labor camp photos, text, and
pictures of the conference on the two-pagemagazine spread envelop the reader
in a ColdWar bipolar narrative through both word and image.
Of course, the Armstrong-Gromyko exchange can be added to a long list
of minor anecdotes in the history of chilly Cold War diplomatic relations,
and the map can been seen as simply one small instance of the propaganda
battles being waged by both sides. Yet, a deeper exploration of the active
“rhetorical life” of this map reveals a compelling case about both the
strategic and ideological functions ofmapping during the ColdWar. Before
the map became a kind of diplomatic prank in the hands of Congressman
Armstrong, it began as a collaboration in a global labor research project
between the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO) and the United Nations Economic and Social
Council (UNESCO), authored by a Russian emigrant ghostwriting journal-
ist and underwritten by the CIA and the Department of State. After the
map’s publication in Time, Voice of America broadcasts publicized it inter-
nationally, leading to frequent requests for reprints across the world, and it
would later be used as a training case in psychological warfare for Army
personnel. The Gulag map also circulated in different versions, sometimes
with its camp bodies omitted, sometimes adding photocopies of inmates’
offıcial release certifıcates to the margins, and often including different
iterations of accompanying captions and text. The many appropriations of
the piece have led to its citation as “one of the most widely circulated pieces
of anti-Communist literature.”4
Thus, the story of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” goes well beyond the borders
of the map’s frames or its inclusion in a magazine article, as it represents a
nexus of institutional interests, audience values, and multimediated usages
that add texture to the display of the map itself.5 The Gulag map has
important rhetorical implications in what it actually contains on the flat
page, but equally important are the rhetorical implications of its movement
in ColdWar culture. In her study of Federal Security Agency (FSA) photo-
graphs in the 1930s, Cara Finnegan points to the “eventfulness” of the
images, which involves consideration of “their specifıcity as rhetorical doc-
uments, while accounting for circulation asks us to pay attention to their
fluidity as material traces of history.”6 This duality of specifıcity and fluidity
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also can be used as a critical inquiry into the rhetorical life of “‘Gulag’—
Slavery, Inc.” The Gulag map is not merely a map, but a network of
relationships between cartographic forms, accompanying text, photo-
graphs, and the map’s “embeddedness” into the medium in which it ap-
pears, whether an AFL-CIO pamphlet, a radio broadcast, an Armymanual,
or a Time article. “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.,” then, deserves both a close
analysis of its visual display and an assessment of its circulatory power.
To make this kind of analysis, I draw on cartography’s longstanding
tensionwith the concepts of place and space. DoreenMassey argues that the
act of establishing a fıxed place is always an attempt “to stabilize the
meaning of particular envelopes of space-time” and is “constantly the site of
social contest, battles over the power to label space-time, to impose the
meaning to be attributed to a space.”7 I argue in this essay that the Gulag
map evidences the power of place in the Cold War, as an attempt by its
various producers and circulators to give America the power to label, and
thus control and contain, Cold War space.8 Merely affıxing the specifıc
location of a secret forced labor camp to a map represents a powerful
political act. In the increasingly abstract spaces of missile trajectories, pacts,
and blocs, both sides in the conflict struggled to marshal authentic knowl-
edge of the other’s potentialities.9 For America, maps were a mode of
attaining this power of place and for stabilizing Cold War relationships,
amassing and displaying knowledge about Soviet influence in global spaces.
As such, the Gulag map reflects America’s anxieties around its ability to
strategically use what historian Susan Carruthers terms “the transnational
politics of knowledge” in charting enemy space—and, thus, a map of the
Soviet Union could say just as much (if not more) about the placement of
America on the global stage as it could about the place of Soviet labor camps
across Eurasia.10 Cartography was used by various ColdWar institutions to
contain Soviet power, and this involved mapping the capacities of that
power so that it could be better-classifıed and managed. The Gulag map,
therefore, is a rich example of howplacewas used in this era to say “we know
what you’re doing over there.”
This analysis, then, will demonstrate the ways in which maps help
establish, in geographer Matthew Farish’s words, “the contours of America’s
Cold War.”11 Cartography certainly offered strategic elites and American
citizens a mode of vision for orienting the relationships between the United
States and the Soviet Union. In a conflict as inescapably spatial as the Cold
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War with its domino theories, iron curtains, and three-world partitions,
cartography rendered such constructs to seem naturalized, essential, and
more concrete. Maps do not simply represent ideologies, however; their
movement and strategic uses also suggest the importance of materiality in
an abstract conflict. The unique spatial imaginary of the Cold War was
produced through the meaning-making processes of material docu-
ments such as “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” And this argument has potential
signifıcance for rhetorical scholars beyond the Gulag case, because it
accentuates the centrality and complexity of visual rhetoric in the con-
duct of international relations and points to the necessity of tracing the
“spatialization” of politics and values in our recent history. A few
months after embarrassing Minister Gromyko, it was Representative
Armstrong, speaking at a keynote in front of the Conference on Psycho-
logical Strategy in the Cold War, who pointed out that, “Our primary
weapons will not be guns, but ideas . . . and truth itself.”12 How a map
merges such ideologies of truth into informational weaponry in both its
visual display and its circulation becomes central to understanding the
particular Gulag case, but also contributes to a larger understanding of
cartography as a rhetorical process.
Therefore, I trace the origins and the variousmediated appropriations of
“‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” in popular, government, military, and academic
settings while also engaging in a close analysis of the map itself, particularly
in the tensions between the internal codes of the map (its colors, icons,
choice of projection, and the like) and the accompanying texts, photos, and
other supporting evidence. This three-tiered analysis of context, code, and
mediation appropriates “place” in more than one sense; certainly, how
America used its knowledge of the Soviet Union to make sense of its own
placement as a fully emerged global power, but also how amap becomes an
active document placed by various powers into a variety of strategic con-
texts. Thus, I hold the map’s material and discursive dimensions in
suspension together, and I conceptualize the rhetoric of cartography as
a fusion between form and content.13 In the process, I use the Gulag map
case as a site for exploring how the Cold War constrained both the
cartographic product and its modes of production and, conversely, how
the products and processes of cartography constrained the ways the
Cold War was visualized.
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SPACE, PLACE, AND U.S. CARTOGRAPHY
To read “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” is, in a sense, to also read the Cold War
culture in which it circulated. Such an approach is consonant with Robert
Hariman’s and John Lucaites’s “sense in which visual images are complex
and unstable articulations, particularly as they circulate across topics, me-
dia, and texts, and thus are open to successive reconstitution by and on
behalf of varied political interests, including a public interest.”14 While
Hariman and Lucaites were concerned specifıcally with the role of photo-
journalistic images, a map shares this complex ambivalence wherein it can
visually represent political crises (like forced labor) and motivate publics,
yet still be determined by media and institutional elites and serve their
“grand narratives of offıcial history.”15 But a map is not, alas, a photograph;
both the map and the photo share tensions with their expectations to
present “reality,” but a map is more obviously an abstract creation, an
information graphic used to place aggregate data about the earth into a
recognizably compressed and simplifıed emblem of what the world looks
like (the familiar shapes of coastlines, political borders, and area capacities
that make the world register to us visually as “the world”).16
The work of rhetorical and cultural studies that scholars and critical
geographers provide is a useful entry point into attending to these unique
visual and material aspects of a map. Greg Dickinson, Carole Blair, and
Brian Ott have noted that space and place have a “set of mutually constitu-
tive relationships” inwhich space typically representsmovement, openness,
and abstraction, while place represents fıxity, stability, and specifıc and
locatedmemories.17 As geographer Yi-Fu Tuanwrites, “if we think of space
as that which allows movement, then place is pause; each pause in move-
ment makes it possible for location to be transformed into place.”18 But
scholars have taken care not to lose the political edge that is necessary for
understanding space and place as rhetorically constitutive. Important to
Dickinson, for example, is the very materiality of space, as he warns that
space “does not disappear behind the vale of mediatic representation.
Instead, spaces become the nodes where images and imaginations come
together.” Earlier,Dickinsonnotes that “audiences engage spatial narratives
and images as strategies for remapping their ‘location’ in time and space.”19
This conception of space necessitates questioning how state power employs
such images on an ideological level.While often seen as an empty container,
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space is not bereft of ideology and politics—it is articulated through them—
and, as Raymie McKerrow points out, to naturalize space is to support the
status quo and uphold power.20 Raka Shome explains this tension elo-
quently: “space is notmerely a backdrop . . . against which the communica-
tion of cultural politics occurs. . . . It functions as a technology—a means
and a medium—of power that is socially constituted through material
relations that enable the communication of specifıc politics.”21
If we can see the uncertain international landscape of theColdWar, then,
as a site of power that was continually being socially constituted and
reconstituted, we will be closer to understanding how maps order, locate,
and place national and international identities. A map, arguably, com-
mands particular placements for its users and by extension offers a place-
ment for values and public memory. Donovan Conley has traced the
development of a spatial, “gridded” logic during nineteenth-century Amer-
ica, when increasing technologies of communication and transportation
plotted a geometric grid over U.S. space, thus creating a “fantasy of demo-
cratic wholeness.”22 And through the gridding process of surveying and
mapping, the American nation-state became “governmentalized.” After the
full settlement of the U.S. frontier, the notion of American space expanded
more fully into a globalized network in the twentieth century—still, the
powerful framework of the cartographic grid remained and encouraged
American foreign policymakers and arbiters of public opinion to spatialize
American interests neatly all over the globe.23 Particularly at the outset of
the Cold War, places, as so often defıned by maps, became essentialized as
knowable, relatively fıxed, and commonsensical.24 Such a notion of place
allowed strategic areas of the world to be seen as having certain unchange-
able characteristics that helped to create rigid conceptions of foreign rela-
tions. The Gulag map emerges from this context as a highly charged image
that represents America’s internationalization of its interests, and its invest-
ment in containment and competitive knowledge of the Soviet Union as a
place.
For geographer Jouni Hakli, the power of maps remains in the seeming
“immutability in the relationships thatmaps establish between cartographic
representation and the world of practice in which they emerge.”25 Thus, a
rhetorical analysis of a map must question these immutabilities and the
naturalizing, authenticating power of the cartographic form. Denis Wood
and John Fels offer a theory of map criticism that attends to this power: the
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map continually advertises itself to be taken authoritatively, and that adver-
tisement takes the form of a paramap. The paramap is a construction that
goes beyond themap itself and includes all of “the verbal and other produc-
tions that surround and extend” amap’s presentation (dedications, inscrip-
tions, epigraphs, prefaces, notes, illustrations).26 In addition, the paramap
includes all of the elements not just appended to the map but circulating in
the social space around the map (advertisements for the map, reviews,
production information); for Wood and Fels, “ultimately it is the interac-
tion between map and paramap that propels the map into action.”27 Thus,
engaging with “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” necessitates accounting for the full
display of the map itself but also the ways in which it was presented in
various contexts and for various audiences, and as a medium of U.S. Cold
War power. What this approach seeks to prove is that a map is never just a
map but a confluence of social forces that constrains a culture’s sense of its
space and its place within it.
THE ORIGINS AND PRODUCTION OF “‘GULAG’—SLAVERY, INC.”
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s Gulag Archipelago made “gulag” a global house-
hold name upon its sensational publication in 1973.28 But 26 years before its
popularization, Russian émigré turned crusading anti-communist journal-
ist Isaac Don Levine was certainly trying his best to bring the term to public
consciousness. Levine had left Russia in high school before World War I
and gained a prominent name at the New York Tribune as the leading
correspondent on the Bolshevik Revolution.Hewould go on to pen some of
the earliest biographies of Lenin and Stalin. In the late 1930s, Levine collab-
orated with the famed defector Walter Krivitsky, a Soviet chief of military
intelligence, ghostwriting a series of Krivitsky’s stories about his escape in
the Saturday Evening Post.29 And perhaps most notably, Levine introduced
Whittaker Chambers’s story of Communist infıltration to the world, bring-
ing him to a meeting with Adolf Berle, the Assistant Secretary of State in
1939, and setting off a chain of events that would reach their full effect in the
AlgerHiss trials.30 IsaacDon Levine, then, was a prominent exposé extraor-
dinaire for anti-communism—the celebrity journalist with government
contacts who helped make the “reveal” a staple of popular literature on
communism.31
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It is through Levine’s editorship of the anti-Communist magazine Plain
Talk from 1945 to 1950 that cartography becomes a factor in this revelation
project. Journalist EugeneMethvin makes the claim that Levine “published
for the fırst time in English the world gulag.”32 And in theMay 1947 issue of
Plain Talk, Levine introduced the fırst version of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.,”
which, at this stage was titled, “The First Comprehensive Map of Slave
Camps inU.S.S.R.”33 Levine’s text refers to it as a “docu-map” that “is one of
the most remarkable compilations of our day, and affords a graphic insight
into what has been until now the most carefully guarded secret of current
life in Soviet Russia.”34 The label of docu-map heightens the focus on
authenticity; rather than the human eye-witness that a photograph can
provide, the map more closely resembles the expert witness, called for an
impartial opinion that studiously manages facts for the prosecutorial argu-
ment at hand. In this sense, the map packages itself as an evidentiary
weapon, a role it would play often in the Cold War’s duration.
The year 1947 was also when David Dallin and Boris Nicolaevsky re-
leased the influentialForced Labor in Soviet Russia, one of the fırst published
offensives against the Soviet Union’s prison system.35 Like Levine, Dallin
was a Russian émigré, journalist, and frequent government consultant.36
His book also included maps of the reported camps; they were much barer
in execution than Levine’s map, with simple line drawings of the Soviet
landscape featuring black and white dots and place names, and without
positioning the U.S.S.R. within the larger Eurasian continent.37 The New
York Times praised Dallin’s courage in itemizing “the conditions which
many deluded men insist on ignoring at the price of their own intellectual
honesty,” and warned that “the inevitable conclusion which any reader
must draw . . . is that the term ‘slave state’ is not mere abuse, but a precisely
accurate description.”38
This last point about a “slave state” is particularly important, as both
Levine and Dallin make a key (re)labeling of Soviet forced labor as slavery,
a frame thatwould take onmore andmore signifıcance anddramaticweight
as theColdWar progressed.39As the architects ofNSC-68 famously put it in
1950, slavery could be conceptualized in explicitly spatial terms:
The implacable purpose of the slave state to eliminate the challenge of
freedom has placed the great powers at opposite poles. It is this fact which
gives the present polarization of power the quality of crisis. . . . The antipathy
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of slavery to freedom explains the iron curtain, the isolation, autarchy of the
society whose end is absolute power.40
The Gulag map exemplifıes an institutional commitment to a polarized
rhetoric of slavery in the Cold War, as it served to organize slavery into a
spatial system that demarcated what was free and what was not, and could
infıltrate the shrouded spaces behind the Iron Curtain.41
The map also participated in a key contextual shift in early Cold War
culture when, according to Peter Novick, totalitarianism became a tran-
scendent rhetorical label for industrialized state oppression, allowing for an
explicit link between World War II fascism and Soviet communism.42 As
Les K. Adler and Thomas G. Paterson wrote, “ignoring the widely diverse
origins, ideologies, goals, and practices of totalitarian regimes, Americans
have tended to focus only on the seemingly similar methods employed by
such regimes and to assume that these methods are the basic immutable
characteristics of totalitarianism anywhere.”43 “Red fascism” thus became a
useful and widely appropriated label in postwar American foreign policy
and popular culture.44 President Truman stated in 1947, for example, that
“There isn’t any difference in totalitarian states. I don’t care what you call
them, Nazi, Communist, or Fascist.”45 And Representative Everett Dirksen
even suggested that the “red fascists” inspired the German camp system:
“Why, it was from Russia that the infamous Hitler got the technique for
Dachau. Make no mistake about it, it was borrowed from the people who
would create an empire of themind in theworld and destroy freedom in this
country.”46 American leaders knew of Russian exile camps as early as the
Bolshevik Revolution, but as Adler and Paterson wrote, “the German expe-
rience . . . seems to have stamped the image of the concentration camp,with
all its overtones ofmass extermination and unbridled terror, on the Russian
camps.”47 Thus, the rhetoric of slavery was politicized under a totalitarian
label through the iconic symbol of the camp. Rather than victims of human
cruelty, camp laborers were victims of political ideology (“an empire of the
mind”), a more abstract formulation that the abstract lines of a map sup-
ported well. To place a Russian camp on the map, then, was to fıx it inside a
war of ideas between the United States and the Soviet Union.
The potential of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” to participate in this unfolding
ideological volley quickly became apparent, as Levine’s map spread out
from its Plain Talk origins shortly after its publication. The U.K. Tribune
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adapted it and placed it prominently on its back cover in October of 1947.48
Next, a November editorial in the Chicago Tribune praised the map’s overseas
circulation, as it “exposedmore perfectly than a million words could do the
essential character of the rulers of Russia and the creed which they es-
pouse.”49 By validating the use of maps over language, the editors were
prizing cartography’s ability to stand-in for a traditional argument and
compress political issues into one comprehensive visual fıeld. In addi-
tion, the Tribune editorial valorized the authentic production process of
the map, highlighting that the Plain Talk editors “based their study on
nearly 14,000 affıdavits and other documentary material obtained from
liberated slaves.”50 Finally, the editorial also sustains Levine’s slavery label,
reminding the audience of the Soviet Union’s profıt from a system built on
“humanmaterial.” The Chicago editorial thus situated the map in a power-
ful narrative about visuality, authenticity, and placement, which all came to
be seen as necessary tools in thewar against Soviet ideology.What theyhide,
we are able to locate and display—a powerful claim to authority over Cold
War space.
With these rumblings about the specifıc location of labor camps, the
issue began to gather greater attention. In November of 1947, the American
Federation of Labor (AFL)made a formal proposal to UNESCO in the hope
that the Council would begin an international investigation of forced la-
bor.51 By early 1949, theAFL’s Toni Sendermade the offıcial presentation of
the case against the U.S.S.R. at a UNESCO convention in Chile, claiming to
have volumes of testimony from escapees and marshaled evidence that
“some of these labor camps are reported to be grouped together in huge
clusters, with hundreds of thousands of inmates.”52 Later that year, the AFL
collected its various publications and testimonies into a full-length volume
called Slave Labor in Russia, which circulated widely with fırst-hand testi-
monies of camp victims, emphasizing once again the accuracy and authen-
ticity of evidence as well as the systemic nature of slave labor.
Ultimately, while the AFL’s UNESCO project garnered a lot of attention,
months passed and no offıcial report or response came.53 The AFL began to
try alternate routes from the UN; through its Free Trade Union Committee
(FTUC), the union decided to wage a specifıc campaign galvanizing both
domestic and international public opinion in a more innovative way, and
the Gulag map offered that kind of innovation.54 The FTUC was covertly
funded by the CIA, according to historian Russell Bartley, as a “cold war
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foreign relations arm of the AFL used by successive U.S. administrations to
combat communist influence in the international labor movement.”55 Jay
Lovestone, head of the FTUC, had been a CIA operative since 1948 and was
specifıcally using agencymoney to fund the research for themap.56 Around
this same time, the State Department’s ongoing campaign since the end of
WorldWar II to combat Soviet forced labor converged with the AFL’s, and
behind the scenes the StateDepartment threw its efforts into supporting the
map’s production.57 Lovestone’s offıce then corresponded with Isaac Don
Levine throughout 1950 and paid him to commission a new and improved
update of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.”58 The new edition included updated
statistics from the New York Association of Former Political Prisoners of
Soviet LaborCamps, aswell as new testimonyoriginating through theAFL’s
UNESCO research. The map was fınished in early 1951 and was fırst sent
out to union newspapers and newsletters advertising that copies of the map
could be distributed by request.59
The production of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” is inextricable from this com-
plex and contentious entry of American organized labor into the U.S. govern-
ment’s anti-Communist agenda.Adistinct rhetorical tensionemergedbetween
domestic and international anti-communism, which material images like
the Gulag map had to negotiate. For example, it is not incidental that the
AFL referred to the Taft-Hartley Act’s (1947) extensive restrictions on labor
activism as a “slave labor bill”; yet, while AFL leaders fought the Taft-
Hartley restrictions, they also took the opportunity to shore-up their anti-
Communist credentials in the wake of serious challenges by both liberals
and conservatives.60 What resulted was a tenuous alliance between labor
and government. Especially as McCarthyism began to shine a spotlight
on unions and the Wisconsin senator’s investigations increased in
scope, the incentive of the AFL to take stances on militant, leftist
unionism in its own ranks grew to include hard-line anti-Communist
stances toward their union “brothers” abroad.61 The AFL was quickly
drafted into routing out Communists and militant unions all over the
world, through initiatives like the FTUC. Some claim that this collabo-
ration resulted in practices that benefıted U.S. corporate management
practices and government power to put down workers’ challenges, while
union leaders received a “minor share in the decision-making process
and increasing economic rewards.”62
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So, the irony is that while on one hand the Gulagmapwasmost certainly
a bold protest document against oppressive labor practices, it also helped to
suppress political dissent by serving as an image of commitment for orga-
nized labor to the government’s ColdWar goals—an ideological stance that
did not necessarily benefıt themmaterially. The black humor in the “Inc.” of
themap’s title, then, is doubly ironic—it places the U.S.S.R. as a “corporate”
slave labor system that perversely apes capitalism,while at the same time the
AFL found itself increasingly incorporated into government policies.
Still, to downplay these offıcial government interests became part of the
map’s strategy. As William Young, a consultant for Army Operations
Research, pointed out, the public authorship of the AFL was key to the
map’s circulation:
The authority of theAFL inmanywayswould probably outweigh the name of
the US government, should it have attached its name to the document. It
might then have been shrugged off as just another round in the propaganda
battle between two governments. But here is a free trade union, the recog-
nized spokesman for millions of American workingmen and associated in-
ternationally with many foreign labor organizations, presenting the laboring
man’s case against the nation that presents itself as the sole international
champion of labor.63
TheGulagmap’s label as a labor project, then, allowed it to have amore fluid
movement through the culture, as it could divorce itself from the top-down
objectives of overt, government-sponsored propaganda and mitigate the
ironies of its production. Thus, the map’s origins show an image-text
becoming part of a productive rapprochement between private institutional
goals, government objectives, and the public opinion function of ColdWar
popular media.
POWER AND PLACEMENT: READING “‘GULAG’—SLAVERY, INC.”
To borrow fromWood and Fels, a map has spatial authority because of its
use of “postings,” or “the fundamental cartographic proposition that this is
there.”64 The map becomes an index of signs, then, that makes existence
claims and asks for validation and social assent from its users. The Gulag
map is an especially potent example of the power of posting: to be able to
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infıltrate enemy Soviet spaces and claim that “this is there” becomes away of
vying for control through the use of spatial knowledge; writes Carruthers,
“Bound tightly to new geopolitical exigencies, awareness of the Soviet camp
system expanded during the early 1950s, encouraged by a state keen to
spectacularize knowledge production through dramatic trials, witness tes-
timony, and graphic representations.”65 The “spectacularization of knowl-
edge production” is a fıtting name, as the map provided the appropriate
aesthetic drama to the statistical information on display.
The fırst visual choice to note in the Gulag map is simply how the
sprawling nature of the Soviet landmass fılls the entire frame itself, but also
features the connection to Eastern Europe and Asia, thus contextualizing
theU.S.S.R.’s placement within the Eastern hemisphere. Themap draws the
forced labor problem as spilling over into the spaces of Poland, implying
that the Soviet Union is a continually expanding power. The landmass is
slightly rounded so that the U.S.S.R. appears uncontainable and, in Levine’s
early version, even spilling off the left side of the frame. The overall effect
contrasts the stretch of the Soviet Union with the networks of the camps
inside. We also see labor camps as far north as Franz Joseph Land in the
Arctic, bordering in the south on Iran and Afghanistan, and stretching all
the way to the Chukotsk Peninsula where Alaska juts into the frame. As
Levine explained in Plain Talk, “The boundaries of the slave labor regions
have been drawn here with a view to understatement. All the territory
controlled by GULAG, if consolidated, would make a submerged empire
exceeding in area the boundaries ofWestern Europe.”66 Such a comparison
hints that the Soviet Union is potentially about to spill into the spaces of
Western Europe. In addition, the higher density of sickles in the western
part of Russia divorces the camps from their perceived isolation in the
wastelands of Siberia and instead places the camps right inside the highly
populated West. This implicitly argues that forced labor plagued the whole
landscape, even the so-called civilized spaces of Europe. Such a wholeness
reinforces the ability of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” to become amap-as-logo in
Benedict Anderson’s terms and associate all of Russia and East Europe as
one emblematic camp.67
In addition to these themes of size and scope, the use of iconography
across the spread of the landmass marks an important rhetorical choice. In
particular, the hammer-and-sickle icons in the AFL map “nationalize” the
Soviet Gulag as a state system. Levine’s earlier map used only dots and
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circles to associate certain networks of camps together, suggesting the
camps as more localized and isolated. But the AFLmap lets the camp stand
in for the nation by mediating it with an iconic Cold War symbol.68 Such
iconic choices create a kind of artifıciality in the Gulag map. The camps are
not to be seen as naturally occurring, but as imposed by Soviet power on the
land. The stark color contrast featuring the bold red on the grays andwhites
contributes to the wider claim that the Soviets have an unnatural kind of
ideology, the colors connoting a potential rash. The AFLmap also embold-
ens railroad lines in deep black, with the dotted camps adhering in forma-
tion to these lines, thus heightening the focus on the corporate nature of
Soviet labor by subtly emphasizing the industrial system that relies on
forced labor to perpetuate it. Supporting the “Inc.” of the title, these choices
represent an American attack on Soviet ideology as a top-down project that
forces itself on to a natural landscape. The choices of accompanying text
support these themes of artifıciality. In Levine’s version, for example, the
captions feature facts about the types of materials that individual camps
produce: Sorokski produces light metal from nearby mines, Ussolski con-
tributes to war industries and “construction of underground airfıelds.”69
The inclusion of these details about the products of slave labor serves as a
parody of what a typicalmap of industries and natural resources would look
like. A conventional map might conceal the sources of production for such
resources, but the Gulag map subverts those expectations by revealing that
it is slave labor thatmotors these engines of industry. Here, the Gulagmap’s
use of parody reveals cartographic form as almost inhuman—that the effect
of these places all over the map is the prizing of Communist ideology over
real, human cost.70
Perhaps what the Gulag map visually demands, though, most of all is for
the user to affırm its authenticity—to accept that these abstract dots corre-
spond to real camps on the ground. Themap producers are promoting their
very ability to map such forbidden areas, and the propositional power of
place allows the viewer to consent that the information constituting themap
must be authentic and verifıable.71 But the producers of “‘Gulag’—Slavery,
Inc.” are careful not to arrange their facts in an overly scientistic way. With
its hand-drawn place names, simple use of icons, and lack of other geo-
graphic information about the Soviet Union, the overall crudeness of the
presentation lacks the emphasis on cartographic technique and technology
found, for instance, in the National Geographic’s Cold War-era maps.72
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The professional origins of themap are concealed; it looks almost as if it had
been produced by a camp survivor. The collection of information ismade to
appear more experiential in its production, rather than compiled by insti-
tutions with large fınancial resources and state-of-the-art cartographic
technologies. Thus, the Gulag map can appear as an authentic tour map on
a death trail from camp to camp.
Themap especially supports these arguments for authenticity through its
use of passports, photographs, and captions in the marginalia. Here, the
Gulag map builds an architecture around the frame that attempts to affırm
the material “truth” of forced labor. Thus, the map’s production itself
becomes a subject of the presentation. For example, the AFL widely distrib-
uted a pamphlet in 1951, Slave Labor in the Soviet World, featuring a pitch
black cover with red writing and a stark barbed wire graphic running
throughout the pages. A version of the Gulag map provided the center-
piece of the pamphlet; this edition pitted the map of the Soviet Union
against the black background, divorcing it from its placement in the
wider world.73 The photos of the camp children are absent; here, the
main focus resides on the survivors’ “passports”—three of these certifı-
cates are connected by black lines to where they came from on the
landscape. The focus shifts from the sheer scale of the camp system and
instead foregrounds the authenticity of the map’s evidence, thus accen-
tuating cartography’s ability to actualize forbidden knowledge. This
focus is consonant with the AFL’s claim that “these bare documents,
statistics, and affıdavits are not addressed to scholars alone. They are
addressed to the conscience of the free world. This time the world must
believe.”74 That bareness and simplicity in the design form become the
map’s content itself: that the pernicious nature of Soviet ideology is a
stark, self-evident truth.
While details on each passport are diffıcult to make out, the documents
work together to make claims of existence—that these offıcial papers have
been acquired at great peril and affırm our knowledge of what the Soviets
are doing.75 The caption supplements this notion:
A typical “passport” in the center of the upper left section is of the Sorokski
Administration. . . . It reads: “USSR—People’s Commissariat of Internal Af-
fairs (NKVD)—Administration of Railroad Construction and Sorokski Cor-
rectional Labor Camp—December 15, 1951—number 4/58024/16—City of
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Belomorsk.” The seals and signatures of the commanders, Kliuchkov and
Georgeyev, are appended.76
These almost mundane details of state bureaucracy on the release certifı-
cates are strategically used not only to support the authentic, material
existence of Soviet forced labor but also to accentuate the autocratic nature
of Soviet state power. Highlighting commander signatures, for example,
assigns ownership of forced labor to the Soviet leaders. The very existence of
these documents, and their placement into readers’ hands, places the
United States in the position to infıltrate Soviet space with the power of
precise and accurate knowledge itself.
The other key pieces of marginalia, of course, are the photos of camp
children, which complicate these appeals to authenticity. In most editions,
the viewer sees a half-circle marked by a thick red line, containing three
pie-slice shaped photographs of what look to be camp prisoners, with the
simple title “‘GULAG’ Children” above the center photo.77 That central
photo features the face of an emaciated child staring straight at the viewer,
and the child is wearing a crucifıx. The surrounding two photos feature
similarly emaciated children. In very small print below the photos is a
caption with more information about the photo’s young subjects: “The
photographs in the insert, taken in Teheran in early 1942, show typical
examples of thousands of children upon their release from Soviet concen-
tration camps. Left to right: Barbara Sliwinska, aged 2; Jan Gorski, 14;
Monek Finkelstein, 12.” The photographs participate in transferring medi-
ated experiences of fascism onto Soviet communism. As Levine has pointed
out, most of the data for the map’s compilation came from affıdavit testi-
monies fromPolish prisoners upon being discharged from the camps in late
1941.78 This “Polishness” of both the map’s data and the bodies of the
children draw on recent World War II memories that link the Polish
nationality with the enactment of genocide. The choice of children is
particularly poignant: these are notmenwho could have been encamped for
political purposes or for petty crimes, but are innocents who are potentially
still free of Soviet ideology, which makes it easier for Americans, in partic-
ular, to identify with their victimage. According to Ziva Amishai-Maisels,
the trope of the “child alone” who “stares at the spectator” in Holocaust
depictions was “the symbol par excellence of the innocent victim, a prime
factor in confronting the world’s conscience.”79 The focal point of the
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crucifıx further buttresses this moral identifıcation, infıltrating a Christian
symbol into what is seen as an atheistic space. Altogether, then, the photos’
uncomfortable corporeality disrupts the clean and abstract lines of themap.
In addition, the placement of these photos on the map is a key piece of
rhetorical selection. The half-circle of photos sits within the map itself, but
outside the confınes of theU.S.S.R., slightly below center and to the right. In
this way, the photos do not distract from the map’s main focus on the
camps; yet, the photos are so striking that they cannot bemerely supporting
evidence—the map and the photos exist in a tense interplay. With the
caption of each child’s name so small, the photos becomemore of a generic
symbol of oppression. The Gulag map, then, argues that “these bodies can
be located anywhere in this landscape,” thus equating the entire Soviet
landmass with the anonymous, oppressed bodies. So, even as the photo-
graphs add specifıcity and emotional weight to the map, the images ulti-
mately support a more abstract argument that the Soviets have created a
vast, impersonal system. Atrocity is generalized into a “moral lesson” about
political ideology.80 For Barbie Zelizer, “the repair work required in the
immediate years after the war demanded a unifıed public, and keepingNazi
brutality at the forefront of public attention” eased the ability of the U.S.
government to “move on to postwar agendas.”81 Similarly, Amishai-
Maisels notes that images of atrocity moved from the contingent and
particular and instead suggested “man’s condition in the postwar world, his
anxiety because of pending (rather than past) catastrophes.”82 Certainly,
then, “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” employs the truth-value of a photograph to
document and provide witness, but it also complicates this value by politi-
cizing holocaust visuality for a postwar agenda—with the Cold War being
the very embodiment of an always “pending catastrophe.”
Ultimately, this perpetuation of a wartime mentality is a central part of
the whole presentation of the map. Shawn J. Parry-Giles’s rhetorical analy-
sis of Cold War propaganda notes a shift from a journalistic paradigm,
where propaganda is posited as news, toward a centralized, militaristic
paradigm, where propaganda is waged in the visual and linguistic frames of
military crisis with the Soviet Union.83 The Gulag map provides an inter-
esting cartographic extension of this paradigm shift. The producers of the
map have worked hard to present the map as an authentic and journalistic
eye-witness to the reality of forced labor. Yet, the Gulag map’s power to
cross Soviet borders and map the “unmappable” marks, however subtly, a
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more militant infıltration of Soviet space. The cartographers employ holo-
caust memory by symbolically presenting camp bodies as wartime victims
and the end results of Soviet aggression—themap goes beyond visualizing a
mere containment of Soviet space and engages in an offensive strategy.84
The juxtaposition of the photos with the system of camps suggests that the
horrors of World War II are still ongoing: the enemies may have changed,
but there is still an enemy.85
Finally, what compounds these connections between photos, documen-
tary evidence, and captions is a key piece of the “paramap”: the centered
bolded statement at the bottomof the 1951 edition, which reads: “AReward
of $1,000 Will Be Paid by the Free Trade Union Committee for Evidence
Disproving the Authenticity of the Soviet Documents Here Reproduced.”86
The “reward” function redirects the map away from the merely informa-
tional and gives it a more overt kind of propositional power—the map now
demands a response by issuing a challenge to engage with its claims to
authenticity. The map-using audience is asked for its involvement,
strengthening the map’s function as an arbiter of public opinion. Still,
because of the map’s bounded completeness and claims to authority, this
engagement with public opinion is less about interactivity and more about
consensus and social assent.87 The large amount of the reward (for 1951),
combined with the authoritative authenticity of the map’s postings that
“this is there,” reminds the viewer that this display is essentially inarguable.
THE CIRCULATION OF “‘GULAG’—SLAVERY, INC.”
While an interpretative reading of the Gulag map can assess its ideological
values and visual codes, to stop there is to fall prey to the age-old conception
of maps as mere products, to assume that they are somehow fınished and
stable. But, as geographer John Pickles writes, “the whole map is a study in
suggestion, in which cartographic techniques are used to depict a particular
situation in such a way that both the intrinsic meaning and the suggested
meaning resonate with other texts and images beyond [the] single map.”88
Maps, then, are processes ofmeaning-making that are “discursively embed-
dedwithin broader contexts of social action and power” and constrained by
their relationships with other texts.89 “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” exemplifıes
cartography as this kind of living medium; its very material flow through
Cold War culture reinforces the power of strategic elites to place their
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incriminating knowledge of the Soviet Union in the hands of a diverse array
of audiences.
Initially, the Gulag map was promoted through union channels to pro-
vide information about Soviet forced labor to members. Yet, after newspa-
pers like the Minneapolis Star Tribune and the Baltimore Sun began to
feature it prominently, the demand for the map, and the diversity of that
demand, grew heavily.90 Headlines like “Russia’s Slave Labor Camps Hold
14 Million” strategically accentuated the sheer scale in the slave labor
system; text and visuals combined to communicate a sense of capacity and
volume, thus consolidating the map’s ability to abstractly project statistics
across a provocative aesthetic image.91 Publications like the Christian Sci-
ence Monitor and theNEADaily Newswould take the basic Gulag map and
then reproduce it in their own particular graphic style—for example, the
NEA “newspaperizes” themap into simple dots, lines, and gradient shading
to fıt the conventions and constraints of their format.92 In this, “‘Gulag’—
Slavery, Inc.” was becoming an ever more fluid text, adaptable and contest-
able depending on the requirements of its producers. Of course, the
circulation of the map reached, perhaps, its zenith after sensational reports
of the showdown between Representative Armstrong and Gromyko at the
San Francisco conference.93 The use of photos of the Gromyko-Armstrong
exchange in Time and the Los Angeles Times suggested that the map had
concrete effects in the “real” relations of the ColdWar. In addition, theNew
York Times also prominently highlighted Gromyko’s verbal response that
“It would be interesting to know what capitalist slave is the author of this
map,” adding new complications to the “slave” theme.94 These uses once
again affırmed “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” as a Cold War weapon, designed to
provoke response and counter-responses, and thus requiring continual
recirculation.
The domestic response to “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” wildly exceeded ex-
pectations. The AFL fıelded requests for reprints from a wide diversity of
institutions—particularly labor unions, high schools, universities, and
churches, but also government and military institutions.95 The superinten-
dent of the Minneapolis Public Schools wrote that the map “would be used
and viewed by upward of 1,100 pupils and teachers.” 96 AMethodist pastor
in Flemington, Pennsylvania, requested themap “to use it with several study
groups in the local church as we study the evils and dangers of communism
to our way of life.”97 A Massachusetts high school debate club wrote to the
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AFL for use of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” in building their negative case on
“Wartime Citizen Conscription.”98 Even individual citizens requested
maps: Martin Berach of Barberton, Ohio, wrote that “my interest in it is to
show it to some of my friends who argue that such a thing does not exist in
Soviet Russia”; A. D. Kuzow of Los Angeles asked politely of the AFL,
“Would you kindly send me the map of your slave labor camps of the
atheistic Soviet Union?”; andWilliamChamberlain of Dayton justifıed that
“I would like verymuch to have a copy for several reasons; one of the best of
these is that it is a very clever way of building up American patriotism.”99
Such a diverse array of requests contributed to yet a new role for “‘Gulag’—
Slavery, Inc.”: that of an emblem forColdWar citizenship.100 Engagingwith
the map had an educational and civic function, seen as a public duty by
many to spread awareness about the oppressiveness of Soviet ideology. For
example, the 1951 AFL pamphlet Slave Labor in Soviet Russia, which was
continually requested by schools and civic groups, activated the map as a
living document that was meant to be passed around and displayed. The
pamphlet urged the reader to “show this pamphlet to your friends, espe-
cially to those who are not aware of the existence of slave-labor camps” and
“show this pamphlet to anyone you know who talks of or believes in Soviet
‘democracy’ and Soviet ‘socialism.’”101 This involved the map’s ability to
showcase the knowledge production that was central to the Cold War—to
know (and to quantify) the spaces of the Soviet enemy is to be a consenting
participant in the conflict. Yet, the map’s employment in these various
contexts suggests that this cartographic knowledge needed to be actually
understood, taught, and disseminated by citizens themselves inmeaningful
social exchanges.
The map was also growing in utility as an international Cold War
weapon, used to break through iron curtains and provoke confrontations.
Not only would it fınd use in “offıcial” diplomacy between actors like
Armstrong and Gromyko, the Gulag map would become a key example of
“public diplomacy,” characterized by Nicholas Cull as “a top-down dy-
namic whereby governments distributed information to foreign publics
using capital-intensive methods such as international radio, exhibitions,
and libraries.”102 For example, Voice of America broadcasts picked up the
Gromyko story and described themap to viewers on the air, even offering to
mail it out by request. The story circulated widely in Latin America, and
Voice of America received 400 air-mail requests in the fırst 24-hour period
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after the broadcast. The Government Printing Offıce then printed thou-
sands of Spanish-language versions for distribution through the United
States Information Service offıces.103 As a Chileanminer wrote to theVoice
of America, “Please sendme themap you offered so that Imay show it tomy
coworkers, who, unfortunately, are influenced by the poison of Commu-
nism.”104 Thus, theGulagmap could serve offıcial government objectives in
Latin America by creating the appearance of a public service function.
The map served similar purposes throughout Cold War Europe.105 In
West Berlin, the map was plastered strategically so that it could be seen by
people crossing the zonal boundary during a Communist youth festival.106
The AFL contracted for German translations, and 5,000 were specifıcally
pressed in Germany, through the Department of State, to be posted on
factory bulletin boards.107 A French language versionwas also produced for
distribution and the Swiss weekly Die Nation published the map.108 A
commissioner for theU.S. EconomicCooperationAdministration’s Special
Mission in Iceland was “anxious to use this [map] as information for
propaganda in that countrywhere there has been communistic activity” and
commented that “personally I think the whole thing is the best piece of
propaganda against communism that I have seen.”109 Behind the Iron
Curtain, the Hungarian National Council requested thousands of reprints,
and the Yugoslav Trade Unionists sought copies as well, although they had
tomake their request clandestinely throughNorwegian unions out of fear of
police action.110
Soviet reaction to this kind of spread in Europe reached a fever pitch
shortly after the Gromyko incident. In October 1951, Soviet military police
seized 500,000 copies of the map, which was being printed through United
States Information Service channels in Vienna for the German-language
paper Wiener Kurier.111 Offıcials reportedly called the map a “fılthy pam-
phlet” and “an effort to slander,” which started a war of words with Walter
J. Donnelly, the U.S. High Commissioner for Austria, who protested for the
map’s “prompt release” and called the Soviet response “an uncultured piece
of sophistry.”112 The contracted printer for the United States Information
Service lived in theUnited States sector of Vienna, but sent it across town to
be fınished by a binder and his wife, who lived in the tenth district of the
Soviet sector. That ability of the map to penetrate Soviet space became
literalized, as the map makes its visual arguments but also exists as a
material force, with the processes of its production and even its printing
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becoming part of a Cold War offensive. A New York Times editorial about
the Vienna incident spoke to this strategic use of “placement” in engineer-
ing a Soviet response: the editors point out that up to now “there has beenno
effort at refutation, no denial of the map’s accuracy, no invitation to for-
eigners or UN observers to visit these places and check for themselves.”113
Yet, with the seizure in Vienna, that original silence now was disrupted by
the “brute force of police,” which was, as the Times argues “the most
eloquent proof that themapwas irrefutable with logic or with facts.”114 The
binder’s subsequent arrest prompted a letter from AFL’s Matthew Woll
directly to Dean Acheson at the State Department to protest the unfair
treatment of international workers and the suppression of free speech.115
Thus, in keeping with the increasingly militaristic propaganda of the early
1950s, the map was being mobilized in more systematic efforts to combat
the Soviet Union.
As if the map had not penetrated enough into foreign policy initiatives
and international incidents, there were attempts to take themap’smediated
reach even further. It was reported that a Hollywoodmotion picture studio
was preparing a short fılm on the map to be released nationally in commer-
cial houses.116 The American Federation ofMusicians even proposed to the
AFL a project run jointly with Voice of America to record an album of
Russian “slave labor songs” to raise awareness of the issue, complete with
the suggestion that the “album should carry the famous AFL slave labor
map, as a background.”117And, in a novel demonstration of organized labor
drawing on the map to fıght its own domestic battles, the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters and ButcherWorkmen used copies for an organizing drive in
Bakersfıeld, California, against the Communist-led International Long-
shoremen’s Union, which was headed by controversial labor activist Harry
Bridges.118 The map, then, was employed not just in a battle against an
“alien” Soviet ideology but also against a homegrown problem in the labor
movement, thus showing how a map could fıght the Cold War inside the
borders of the United States as well.
The public engagement with the Gulag map eventually died down by
early 1953, but the forced labor issue continued to be a frequent public and
government concern during the ColdWar, sparking a series of reports and
hearings.119 The AFL also would use maps in its ensuing campaign against
forced labor in China, drawing on the style of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.,” but
not reaching the same kind of international attention.120 Still, themap itself
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continued to leave traces long after its remarkable circulation. The U.S.
Army would include the map in its periodical “surveys of literature” in
training its offıcers about the Soviet Union all the way into the 1970s, and it
also was used by academics to teach effective methods in psychological
warfare.121 And during Aleksander Solzhenitsyn’s famed post-Nobel
prize winning tour of Washington, D.C., in June 1975, his speech
brought “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” back into public memory: “When lib-
eral thinkers and wise men of the West, who had forgotten the meaning of
the word ‘liberty,’ were swearing that in the Soviet Union there were no
concentration camps at all, the American Federation of Labor, published in
1947, amapof our concentration camps, andonbehalf of all of the prisoners
of those times, I want to thank the American workers’ movement.”122 Here,
Solzhenitsyn recasts and (re)remembers the map as a protest document
from “brothers in labor,” dissociating the hand of American state power
that sanctioned the map.123
And, fınally, as the ColdWar re-ignited in the early 1980s, with renewed
institutional rhetoric by the U.S. government against the Soviet Union,
“‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” would continue its flow through ColdWar culture.
In 1982, the U.S. Senate adopted Resolution 449, which expressed fears that
human rights violations were being committed in the construction of the
trans-Siberian pipeline.124 The State Department’s report included a map
detailing the extent of the camps in the Soviet Union; the original ideolog-
ical zeal of the AFLmaps had been subverted into the familiar State Depart-
ment cartographic style, resulting in a more staid, “scientifıc” political map
of the Soviet Union. The report also featured an aerial perspective map of
the inside of a forced labor camp. Thus, in the evolution of the Gulag map,
the State Department could now dramatically hyper-focus on infıltrating
Soviet space with more sophisticated and precise technologies, a stark
departure from the crude but effective hammer-and-sickle propaganda of
the oldAFLmap.And yet, coming full circle, theAFL-CIOdevoted a spread
to its old classic “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” in November 1982, reprinting the
map and reminding its members that “American Labor was fırst to raise its
voice against the slave labor system in theUSSR.”125 In one of its fınal public
appearances, then, the Gulag map was being appropriated for a new pur-
pose—for the AFL to reclaim the map as part of its institutional memory
and commemorate organized labor’s role in waging Cold War.126
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CONCLUSION
It is perhaps the footnote status of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” that makes it a
compelling case. The map has long been buried as a curio in the cultural
propagandaexchangebetween theUnitedStates and theSovietUnion, andwas
ultimately only an isolated kind of success—there were no more systematic
attempts to usemaps as propaganda documents on such an international scale.
But a revisiting of this often-overlooked map allows rhetorical scholars and
historians an entry into the everyday flow of Cold War culture. This culture
actually draws the map and gives it meaning beyond what the map simply
displays on the page. The State Department could use the Gulag map as a
diplomatic weapon in its mission to cultivate international opinion, the AFL
could use it as evidence of its commitment to anticommunism around the
world (and in its own ranks),while citizens coulduse it as a frame forColdWar
citizenship. To paraphrase Finnegan, the Gulag map was an “eventful image,”
materially working its way through many contexts and marshaled into Cold
War skirmishes both public and private—and it reminds us that any reading of
a cartographic image must negotiate maps as both product and process. That
tension is what gives mapping an explosive dimension in a highly spatialized
conflict such as the ColdWar.
“Why a map?” remains a viable question in this case. If the focus is on
having the authentic evidence to prove the existence of forced labor camps,
then why not make the camp photos or the release certifıcates the main
subject of the display? A plausible answer lies in this competition for the
locatory power of placement between the United States and the Soviet
Union. The photos and the release certifıcates need themap to anchor them
in a particular spatial network—that act of mapping commits the existence
of forced labor, as authenticated through photos and documents, into the
international, bipolar geopolitics of the ColdWar. And in an era of height-
ened ideological conflict between two nuclear superpowers, the need for
scientifıc abstraction and management grew. A map could manage facts
with effıciency and cleanliness in ways that photographs could not and
could “place” its information through the use of aggregate forms. Young
wrote that the Gulag map contains
no direct call for righteous indignation, no appeal to forswear communism or
close one’s ears to the siren call of the Soviet. Instead, it is largely almost placidly
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informative. The readermay drawhis own conclusions as towhether he is for or
against such a system. Thus it is not surprising that the Gulagmap has been one
of themost widely circulated pieces of anti-communist literature.127
Young, thus, directly attributes themap’s commitment to authenticity as key to
its circulatory success. This suggests that the Gulag map’s power of placement
in making an incendiary argument necessarily draws on cartography’s own
perpetual story of itself as a self-evident reflection of truths about the world. As
Wood and Fels write, “The most fundamental cartographic claim is to be a
system of facts, and its history has most often been written as the story of its
ability to present those facts with ever increasing accuracy.”128
And, yet, the Gulagmap has a peculiar relationship to both accuracy and
authenticity. The entire story of themap revolves around a constant defense
of its evidentiary claims and attempts to affırm the validity of the abstract
visual evidence (the reward for disproving its authenticity; the New York
Times defense of the map after its seizure overseas, and so forth). This
consistent reinforcement of the Gulag map’s authenticity by a variety of
agents leads to an important conclusion: that there existed an obvious
anxiety about the potentially provocative artifıciality of thismap. Producers
and audiences were tacitly acknowledging that the Gulag map was a highly
charged rhetorical document that bared its ideological convictions, not a
self-evident scientifıc aid. The map’s agents, then, put in a considerable
amount of discursive work to support the map, making for a fascinating,
multilayered circulation.
Ultimately, the anxiety around “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” reflects a larger
anxiety about the artifıcial, abstract nature of the veryColdWar conflict that
the map helped (re)produce. The active “rhetorical life” of this map can be
read as a demonstration that the ColdWar had to be continually manufac-
tured and readapted, and truly required a dynamic, material engagement
with a host of international audiences. As the United States produced
knowledge about the Soviets, it had to place that knowledge with authority.
America is nowhere to be seen on this map, but outside the margins, the
map’s content, its production, and its circulation very much concern the
placement of American values in the ColdWar—the power of knowledge in
the where of the Cold War. The Gulag map starkly “reveals” what was not
supposed to be known, a visual rendering of forbidden and lurid knowledge; in
this way, themap attempts to spatially infıltrate the usually impenetrable land-
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scape of the U.S.S.R.. The archetypal Cold War map of the early 1950s, often
found in newspapers and magazines such as Time and Newsweek, shows an
expanding Soviet Union with arrows (or, infamously, tentacles) tracing its
“reach” across the earth.129 Yet, typically, the SovietUnion is presented in these
maps as onehomogenousmass,with legends and captions admitting that there
exists a lack of knowledge inwhat its borders contain. TheGulagmap, instead,
subverts this homogenization by locating the Cold War within the borders of
the U.S.S.R.—a kind of rhetorical coup for the United States.
Still, this subversion can, perhaps, only go so far. Geographer Sanjay
Chaturvedi points out that in Cold War geopolitics, often “the singular
attributes of a particular placewere subordinated to its perceived position in
the abstract spaces of the Cold War.”130 The Gulag map remains an inter-
esting case because while it emphasizes the placement of particular camps
and even includes the human connection to those places (children’s bodies,
signatures on passports), it still serves the abstract objectives of the Cold
War, allowing the Soviet Union to become “pure negative space” on the
map and blunting America’s ability to socially protest against forced labor.
Much of cartography’s service during the Cold War was for strategic man-
agement of increasingly abstract and technologized international spaces,
and the Gulag map was inextricable from this context. The map might
poignantly protest the plight of prisoners, but the map is equally situated as
a tool of surveillance that affırms the era’s essential bipolarity. In the end,
“‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.” does not just display the Cold War, it commits its
audiences to it and locates themwithin it. For LawrenceGrossberg, amap is
“a geography of becomings” and thus “the places marked as history, time
and reproduction can be invested with a great deal of intensity or even
power.”131 In the case of “‘Gulag’—Slavery, Inc.,” by fılling Soviet spacewith
points representing labor camps and then circulating the map into actual
Soviet territory and at home, the U.S. coalition of labor unions and foreign
policy elites spatialized and literally projected their power on to the flat page
and into the culture of the Cold War.
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